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June Newsletter
Pictures of the altar for the different days of our May
workshop/intensive. The first picture was from day
one—bringing new life. The second day was the New
Moon celebration. The third and fourth days were
World Peace and bringing new Spirit into the Earth.

This is May 18th in Lander. We got about a foot of
snow.

The mp3s and CDs of Witches, Magikians, and
Wand Carriers—The Return of Magik, our May
intensive, are now available. The intensive includes
almost fourteen hours of rituals, meditations and
information about how the return of the Magik can
empower your life. The set of either cds or mp3s is
$150. Call, email or go to our website to get your set.

Personal Growth is an offering that St. Germain has
been making for the last three years to assit humanity
in the forward motion of Evolution in these times.
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Amidst the confusion and chaos of the ending of an
Age and the ending of a world order the Masters truly
desire to be of assistance to us in Love. So many
misconceptions of the Illusion are disolving into the
past that no longer serves us. We cannot continue to
live by standards that were set in the energy of near
Truth, but not whole Truth. People are feeling the
difference within themselves and the Masters desire to
support us in the Coming-up-Over the old to live the
New.
Click here for 2017 Personal Growth Package Details

Rainbow Center News
Fall Intensive Our fall intensive will be November 10,
11-12. The title is “The Elements and Elementals of
Magik”. The elements effect everything in life. Each
person has a primary element that is the element most
easily accessed in many situations. It also shows in the
personality and the nature. All elements are accessible,
but the primary element is a personal dynamic. The
elementals—gnomes (earth), sylphs (air), undines
(water) and salamanders (fire), as well as, Aether
(spirit) are a natural part of life and even though most
of the time humans have little or no awareness of
them they still play a very important part of life in
general and how the natural aspects of life function. St.
Germain will talk about our elements, how to work
with elementals, how to interact with aspects of nature
and how to become much more attuned to how they
feel, look and respond positively. We have been so
long deliberately out of sync with nature, but as
revelation brings us into harmony with the truly
important factors of Life once more, the magik, which
is the true living of Life, is reinstated, no matter what
the beliefs of more recent times have mandated.
Magik is only to be feared if there is the breaking of
the Divine Laws that set it in motion in the beginning.
The intensive will be from 10-2 on the 10th, 10 am to 6
pm on the 11th and 10 am to 4 pm on the 12th. The
cost for this three day intensive is $350. We invite you
to join us here is Lander for enlightenment,
excitement and expansion, with the Master St.
Germain.
CDs and mp3s will be available.
Click here for the Fall Workshop

Some of the standing people stones at Castle Gardens
state park.
Our group for June is “Connecting with Nature is
Feeling Yourself in Everything”. People speak of being
in touch with nature and yet they pay very little
attention to what is going on around them. Striding
down a pathway with headphones on, paying more
attention to how the arms are being swung or what is
being said by the moderator on the IPod, than
listening to the messages that the birds convey or what
stories the trees, grass, rocks and water can tell, brings
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no more connection to nature than standing in a
crowded room refusing to make eye-contact or speak
with anyone and say that there is connection with the
group. The group will be on June 11 at 2 pm MT.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2017 Groups
Our Teaching for June is “Logic, Practicality, Science
and Nature”. Logic and practicality at least verbally
embrace science, but often dismiss nature as
something only to be exploited for financial gain.
There are many scientists who are beginning to go
where science was not allowed and they are finding the
wonder of nature and the fact that nature is a bridge to
where life on Earth must go to survive. Those who
seek to destroy nature are bringing karmic balance to
themselves, much quicker now as time is moving so
much faster.
The Teaching is on the second Wednesday evening of
each month at 7 pm MT.
Our call-ins for the Teachings allows you to join in to
hear the teaching and then to ask questions at the
Q&A on the fourth Wednesday of each month.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $15 to call in one time or $30 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
Click Here for 2017 Teachings with the Master
ASTROLOGY
SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON-June 9
The Sagittarius Full Moon can cut through our
illusions and bring us into alignment with our truth.
The Moon conjuncts Saturn which brings a
particularly strict reality check into the ways that we
have fallen out of integrity with ourselves in
connection to our intuition and spiritual values.
Where have we ignored our internal directive or given
our power away in an attempt to be right? The Full
Moon encourages us to forgive our judgments, as well
as old laws and limited belief systems. The Sun’s

conjunction to Ceres and precise quincunx to Pluto
reinforces the necessity to release the past and grieve
what was as we move forward.
The Sun and Moon square Neptune in Pisces while
Saturn continues to square Chiron in Pisces. The
Sagittarius Full Moon focuses on the essence of truth
in both the personal and collective consciousness. The
shadow side of Pisces brings tests of deception, denial
and delusion. The planet is experiencing the veils of
illusion being pulled aside and the heaviness of old
emotions breaking apart in order for the pure light of
truth to shine through for us now. It is not to allow old
grudges to hold us back from new movement which
brings healing and empowerment. Chiron, the
wounded healer, brings the understanding that the
only way to heal the wound is to blend with it and
release the toxic energy that cannot be forgiven if we
are avoiding or attempting to escape through addiction
or distraction. We surrender the wound by connecting
deeply with ourselves.
Spirit does not consider the duality of judgment-good
vs. bad, right vs. wrong, us vs. them. Pisces in its higher
vibrations dissolves the illusion and allows us to blend
the opposites into the unified oneness of the whole.
We can easily get caught up in the polarizing energies
of what is happening on the planet in both our
personal lives and events occurring out in the world.
This Full Moon lends power to the elements of
compassion, forgiveness and unconditional love, as we
lower our defenses, leave our intolerance behind and
open our hearts to the Piscean perspective of oneness.
The greatest fear of Revelation has been the unveiling
of Truth. Sagittarius brings us both truth and freedom,
which can also bring discomfort in the revealing of
things that we have not wanted to look at. The grand
trine of Saturn in Sagittarius, Eris, Pallas Athene, and
Uranus in Aries and the North Node in Leo bring a
feeling of lightening and liberation within. We are
being called to see beyond limitations and find the
deeper wisdom behind apparent chaos and
disharmony. We are asked to have faith that as the old
world implodes the new one is being born. The North
Node in Leo points to the best way forward — “Follow
Your Heart”.
Jupiter is the ruler of Sagittarius and it is presence as
ruling deity of this Full Moon is extra powerful as it
stations to go direct just after the Full Moon. Jupiter in
Venus ruled Libra emphasizes the necessity, in
relationships, for love, peace, beauty equality and truth
to be honored by all concerned. As Jupiter begins its
forward motion once more we are required to find our
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own inner balance so that we become more equitable
providers of peace and equity in the world.
Jupiter brings the positive elements of growth,
expansion, evolution and positive change. Allow your
inner artist to blossom. “Living well is a Sacred Art!”
Be the best you that you can be.

CANCER NEW MOON-JUNE 23-24
The New Moon marks new beginnings. In the
darkness of the inner self, the Goddess dreams and
prepares her magik to come forth to change what was.
The Sun and the Moon in Cancer unite in sacred
relationship and what will be born is the beginning and
renewal of the truth and understanding of what family
truly is and helps us to re-anchor to our higher path
and our soul’s calling here and NOW. The summer
solstice (June 21) marks a major turning point in the
energy of the year as the New Moon opens the way for
initiating new beginnings that fulfill our requirements
and honor our true selves.
Moon-ruled Cancer is the sign of the Great Mother,
the give of life. In the Thema Mundi – the symbolic
“chart of the world” used in Hellenistic astrology –
Cancer, not Aries is the first house sign, the sign of
incarnation. Cancer is a cardinal water sign, guiding us
into the realm of our feelings and deep inner place of
our sacred center. In order to change the way that we
manifest in our lives we must reprogram our
subconscious mind which is far more powerful than
the conscious mind. Subconscious programing begins
in the womb and is powerfully influential in our
formative years. This New Moon is conjoined with
Mercury, which assists us to access and recognized
messages from the subconscious mind, so that we may
become aware of how we are creating from the inside
out.
The New Moon opens a portal for healing as it
squares Chiron in Pisces. Although the aspect is
separating and out-of-sign, it is still extremely potent
due to Chiron’s upcoming station to retrograde on
June 30. Cancer represents the safety, security and
nurturing that we all desired in childhood. This New
Moon square Chiron can stir up old wounds related to
those memories. We may also experience feelings of
insecurity that can rise up in response to the chaos in
the global emotional climate. Chiron’s desire is to
open us up to the deep internal, spiritual connection
within that allows us to recognize the consistent and

dependable safety and security that is always there
inside of us. As we reconnect with the Goddess
Mother, the source of life, we can remember that our
inner world provides the strength that enables us to
own our power and the creative resources that are
always there for us.
Mars, at 12 degrees Cancer makes a wide angle
conjunction to the New Moon, and its square to
Jupiter at 13 degrees Libra and applying opposition to
Pluto at 18 degrees Capricorn could set off violent
reactions. Mars also directly opposes Juno, the
partnership asteroid. There can be feelings of the
necessity to set boundaries or be assertive about what
we feel is important. Mars is in its fall in Cancer which
can manifest the shadow side that emerges when the
heart is defensive rather than receptive. This can cause
emotional manipulation or other underhanded control
games to emerge. We are encouraged to express what
we require and stand firm on important matters
without conflict.
The Mars-Pluto opposition will culminate on July 2
and the volatile nature of this aspect can cause a sense
of unidentifiable intensity. Mars is also moving toward
a square with Uranus that will be exact on July 17. The
Martian activation of Pluto and Uranus will, more than
likely, amp up the chaos and bring more, shocking
and revolutionary disruptions. On the personal level
the power push of the Cardinal energies can thrust us
forward into new territory of life experience and away
from the old stuck places where we have remained for
far too long. We will be wise to remember that
implusive behavior does not bring what our desires are
seeking and “acting out” is being constantly revealed as
the childish action that it is. If you are feeling changes
around you, take the time to examine what is really
happening rather than reacting to the unknown.
The pressure of Revelation is building on the planet
and it is not going to be easing off any time soon,
because the necessity to make the breakthroughs that
let us leave the old patterns behind, is more imperative
than ever. Holding on to what was is becoming a
progressively more slippery slope as everything is
bound to move to deeper connections within and
higher-freqnency shifts in spiritual evolution.
We are challenged to stay open energetically and allow
old wounds to be exposed for healing. Closing mind
and/or heart at this time is simply delaying the
inevitable. Change will always be a part of life, but
refusing to let change inspire growth is no longer an
option.
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Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com

ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

QUOTES FOR THE MONTH from St. Germain
Courage is the willingness to pursue the Unknown
and the unfathomable. Courage is the willingness
to be wrong in the pursuit of what’s right.
Cowardice is not the opposite of courage.
Cowardice is shrinking from or refusing to see the
truth. The opposite of courage is automatic and
blind conformity. – Lazaris

Remember the Ancient Truths:
First do no harm!

As the world is changing the old ways are passing. It
is not for you to fix the people or the world outside,
but to allow the changes within you to emerge. The
Magik assures that the changes that you make within
influence the whole in subtle and wonderful ways. St. Germain

The Three-Fold Return—Whatever you send out
returns to you magnified three X three, no matter what
the intension!

Love is not cruel. Love does not judge. Love looks
for the beauty, power and strength in all things and
people. Find the Love within yourself and see the
finest you that there can be. Live it! Live it! LIVE
IT! -- St. Germain

Free Will is a gift that was granted when creation
began. Free Will is not the right to do anything that
crosses the mind in the moment. The Free Will of
Masters is the Divine Right to make your own
personal choices in all situations. No matter what the
choice may be, each choice invokes the Three-Fold
Return. The twists and turns of the EGO Mind have
manipulated thoughts and ideas with cunning and
guile until many people believe that wrong is right and
good is bad. Or at least that their version of good is the
only right way and if others have their own ideas,
thoughts or ways of being that they are bad or suspect.
When there is a desire to lie to cover one’s actions or
deeds from others it draws in more darkness. When
the choices made are for personal gain above all things
and without consideration of the outcome for others it
attracts the shadows of Illusion, even though they are
passing away. The abuse of power, attempts to enslave
others (mentally, physically or emotionally), taking
from those who have less and giving it to those who
already have much, abusing the sick, taking advantage

Creative flow is the energy, the power of the Divine
moving in Life. Everything is energy. What you can
see, what is invisible, what you can hold and that
which is just at the tips of your fingers. Everything
that you require is with you now. Forgive looking
outside because you do not recognize the gifts that
you have. You are not overlooked or forgotten.
Allow your Divine Inheritance to manifest right
where you are, rather than holding it away from you
in disbelief. –St. Germain

Anything (ANYTHING) that you think, say or do
influences the whole!
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of children and the general lack of discipline that
humanity is accepting as “just the way it is”; all of these
things evoke the Ancient Laws that were set in place
when matter became informed with spirit.
Rules have been set down throughout time and
punishment administered if the rules were not
followed. However, as time has passed each
generation has moved further from the remembrance
of why the rules were made and the punishments have
often become more severe. Laws have been made to
control the world’s affairs, but the laws were looked at
by many as something to be broken or changed to suit
the moment.
There are over seven billion people on this planet and
many embrace the idea that the only way to have
peace is to kill those who are disturbing that peace.
Unfortunately, in this respect the Three-Fold Return
often simply inserts more of the same thinking
magnified again and again. Kill one and three more
stand in that place with the same or even more violent
concepts. The Illusion has, over time, caused more
and more people to believe that destroying the enemy
is the only way to stop “bad things” from happening.
THERE IS NO ENEMY! They are all you! Each and
every person on this ball, no matter how they are living
their lives, are expressing a part of the whole. No one
is separate from the whole really. When there is
hatred or a lack of forgiveness there is a part of the
one hating, or refusing to forgive that feels the pain of
the hatred and the emptiness of being unforgiven. No

one gets away with breaking the Laws of Spirit. There
is no place to hide in these times. Choices made in an
attitude of revenge or the desire to possess in greed or
have power over others evoke the Three-Fold Return.
The Law of the Divine was made in unconditional
Love, that does not rush to see others suffer to feed
the EGO. When there is a need to see someone
punished for their wrongs, that need awakens within
the realization that all suffer when any suffer. The
Illusion has created a distance within that which causes
a belief that this is not true and that people have a right
enjoy the pain of the “bad guys”.
War, whether it is with other countries, religions,
ideologies, family, community or within self, breaks
the Law of Life and the honor of all that Creation has
made. The hardened heart that defends the right to
punish glorifies conflict and enjoys a fight at any cost.
Dearly Beloved Masters, the cost is becoming bigger,
higher every time someone supports destroying others
and taking precious lives. It is not for anyone,
anywhere; any religion, any government to decide

whose life has worth and whose does not. The
evidence of the delight in killing is blatant on the
Earth.
People pray to God to stop Them (others, the enemy)
from doing what they are doing. There is rarely any
consideration that everyone is involved. The Illusion
has caused powerful Masters to act like children — “I
didn’t do anything. It was them.” If you stand and
watch and refuse to have compassion you are a part
this. If you take sides, you are a part. Follow your
spirit. Feel your divine guidance. Let Love overcome
injustice. Place fear into the violet flame and allow that
you have help, rather than that you are alone in “the
battle of life” and that will be your part. Consider
carefully whether you are keeping the help away with
old, outmoded beliefs that prevent you from
experiencing deeper love, broader vision and the
wisdom that waits for you to connect with all that you
are. Loneliness is not a virtue.
The EGO whispers, “Just this once, it is all right to do
something cruel. Just this once you can tell a “little
white lie”. Just this once it is right to fight back to
make them see your point”. Pay very close attention to
how these actions make you feel within. It is a great
wisdom to REFUSE to dismiss those inner warnings
as nothing.
You have the power within you to change your life
NOW! Saying that others are stopping you, is just
giving important personal power away to people who
cannot use your power, while you cannot live without
it. You do not change your life by rebelling against
others. That is a power give away. Your life is the one
thing that you can change. Everything or everyone else
is not yours to control. HOW MUCH OF YOUR
PRECIOUS ENERGY ARE YOU GIVING AWAY
TO OTHERS IN JUDGMENT, CONTROL OR
VICTIMIZATION? Do you feel tired much of the
time? The New Order requires a very different use of
energy. Forcing your body, mind or emotions to work
extra hard does nothing to improve life, because force
requires ten times as much personal power as allowing
your dreams and desires to evolve gently. The EGO
says, “Allowing takes too long.” When you work so
hard that you are too exhausted or low energy to enjoy
what you have created; when allowing might take a day
longer, but you will have the strength to appreciate the
outcome, which is preferable? Even thinking takes
more fuel than it has in the past because it is operating
under old, outmoded laws.
Each being has a soul seed or kernel that lies in the
solar plexus. This soul seed is connected to the central
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nervous system and also to the essence of the Divine.
This is the generator of Life Essence within each being
in all places where life or the potential of life exists. It
is, if you will, divine technology. In the awakening, this
soul seed is becoming much more active because the
body, mind and emotions are being reactivated to the
connection with spirit as a whole being.
When the ways of separation are being flaunted before
the world as they are now, it is for each and every one
to be much more aware of the emotions of confusion
within. Confusion can draw you away, mentally or
emotionally, from the current situation or daily affairs.
Distraction is a ploy of the EGO mind. In many of the
global affairs there is enough information to have a
sense that things are not as they appear, but not
enough to let the situation be clear or well defined;
very much like the magician that says, “Watch this
hand, but don’t attempt to see what is really going on”.
When there is extreme confusion it leads to low
energy and feelings of disorientation. This requires
renewed focus and concentration rather than the
tendency to just let everything “blur out”.
The positive outcomes of these times will be achieved
by patience, a calm approach to life and a willingness
to stand clearly with yourself rather than “taking a
stand” which most often leads to conflict. Fighting is a
bit like wanting to see the bottom of the river through
clear water, so everyone stirs the waters as much as
possible and then complains that someone else
muddied the water. Finger pointing and fault finding
are distractions and nothing positive can come from
the distorted images of anger and/or confusion that are
being held up in so many places. NOTHING IS AS
IT SEEMS, so relying on how things look or what you
are told, alone, can be most misleading.
When we say, “Feel into yourself” you may first feel
fear, doubt or disbelief. Allow yourself to move
deeper into the pool that is defended by emotional
reaction and below the surface chaos you will find the
still waters of spiritual peace and comfort that are
always available, no matter how unsteady the world
seems. In that quiet space within, you can find the
answers that the world simply does not possess. Truth
awaits within. The world presents a kaleidoscope of
mirrors seen beyond the smoke and shadows of
Illusion. For lifetimes humanity has been warned away
from the very things that can support and sustain
personal worth, even through difficulty. Many people
are grappling with a sense of worthlessness, low selfesteem, and the fear that they are not doing enough.
Each person is immensely valuable in their own
special way. Take the time to honor your

accomplishments, no matter how small they may
seem. Praise yourself. The EGO will praise, but it
feels as though it is over-done or that the eyes of the
person are looking around to see if anyone agrees or is
even paying attention. When the praise you offer
yourself is honest it as healing qualities and provides a
sense of support. THE ORDER OF DOING IS
DYING! The energy of doing can be draining because
it requires two or three times the effort that that
allowing does and accomplishes less in the same
amount of time. Doing can easily turn into a battle to
achieve more than others when accomplishment is not
a contest of one-ups-man-ship, but validation of
personal success.
When you consider that threats and fear weaken the
fabric of the whole, while kindness and compassion
heal, mend and strengthen the All-ness, it is well to
attune the actions and thoughts to positive, powerful
outcomes.
Each Master holds the ability to come up over the old
ways. Waiting for someone else to energize things for
you is an exercise in futility. What changes your world
is the realization that Life is more important than just
“lip service”. You support Life by living it well.
So Dearly Beloved Masters, your strength, willingness,
personal commitment and growth in spirit will change
the world NOW. Your ability to accept that you are
the only one who can change you, can make all the
difference in the world within you and what you
discover about you within has a dramatic influence on
the whole. In Love, We are always with you. I remain
your most humble Servant. I AM the Lord St.
Germain

ADS
Ronda McLean has wonderful Orgone gifts. They are
beautiful and practical as well as bringing you a new
sense of well-being.
ORGONE MAGIK
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In a world where there is often little laughter or when
it is there it can be derisive, Cynthia leads us to joyful,
heartfelt, soul-fulfilling laughter that touches places
within us that set us free.
Relaxing ~ Centering ~ Smooth Energy
Allowing Transformational Magik

IT IS TIME TO DISCOVER THE BENEFITS OF
ORGONE ENERGY!
WHAT IS ORGONE?
Orgone is Universal life force energy (chi, ki, prana)
which is found freely in nature, where it hasn’t been
energetically corrupted or polluted. Because of the
electromagnetic radiation, the man made Orgone
Generators are helping balance negative energy and to
help against daily exposure. The Orgone Generators
are created by using specific mixtures of Organic and
Inorganic material to form an energy field.

" I use Orgone in my Kansa Reiki Massage to
balance the Chakra's and Energy in the Auric
Field".

www.cynthiainfieldsoflaughter.com

Jessica Robinson is a massage therapist with training in
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Aroma-therapy
with doTERRA oils and Thai “Yoga” Massage.
Jessica’s business is Sacred Space Yoga and Massage
307 349-4986, www.mysoterra.com/sacredspace

I make very unique beautiful one of a kind
pieces of Orgone Art. Necklaces, Coasters, and
Pocket Generators. Email me if you would like
pictures. I also fill custom orders if you have
something you would like preserved in a
Coaster!
Whispering Elk creations
Ronda McLean
Meeteetse, WY 82341

P. O. Box 233
307 272-8341

rondamclean@yahoo.com
www.handmadeartists.com/shop/rondamclean

Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.
You can contact her at:

(307) 754-4396
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www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net

Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.

Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

Linda Lube is an amazing artist who creates textile
painting, as in the Gratitude painting above. She has
wonderful paintings and she paints shoes. I have a very
fun pair of shoes that she painted for my Hawaii trip.
Hand painted shoes, boots, purses, scarves and shawls
Fabric message scrolls (wall hangings) cotton or silk
Email Linda and she can email examples

You can reach her at www.lindalube.com,
lindalube@gmail.com or 828 777-8540.

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 307 438-6203.

HIGH VOLTAGE NATURE
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Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.
Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist, who does reiki,
Bio-Genesis tools, Crystal layouts and other
modalities. You can reach her for massage
appointments at 307 349-2120.

“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail or 307-335-8113.
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